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Abstract

In the past, stack smashing attacks and buffer overflows were some of the most insidious data-
dependent bugs leading to malicious code execution or other unwanted behavior in the targeted
application. Since reliable mitigations such as fuzzing or static code analysis are readily available,
attackers have shifted towards heap-based exploitation techniques. Therefore, robust methods are
required which ensure application security even in the presence of such intrusions, but existing mit-
igations are not yet adequate in terms of convenience, reliability, and performance overhead. We
present a novel method to prevent heap corruption at runtime: by maintaining a copy of heap meta-
data in a shadow-heap and verifying the heap integrity upon each call to the underlying allocator we
can detect most heap metadata manipulation techniques. The results demonstrate that ShadowHeap
is a practical mitigation approach, that our prototypical implementation only requires reasonable
overhead due to a user-configurable performance–security tradeoff, and that existing programs can
be protected without recompilation.
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1 Introduction

With billions of computing devices processing untrusted data using software of all quality grades, secur-
ing this data processing adequately is on one hand an extremely difficult but on the other hand also an
extremely important task. Core aspect of this is ensuring memory safety [1],[2],[3]: preventing access to
memory outside of currently allocated regions. Memory safety bugs can be used by attackers for remote
code execution or exfiltration of sensitive data [4]. There are various strategies towards stronger memory
safety: software can be written in memory-safe languages that either disallow unrestricted pointers and
use runtime checks [5] or statically prove memory safety guarantees [6]. Alternatively, memory safety
violations can be found through static analysis tools or through dynamic analysis tools such as Valgrind
[7] and especially through targeted fuzzing [8]. Other violations can be prevented sufficiently through
operating-system level techniques such as Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) [4]. However,
a large body of existing software is already written in memory-unsafe languages such as C and C++,
making further mitigations necessary.

Stack based memory safety issues and buffer overflows have already received significant attention,
and many mitigations such as stack cookies [9] or shadow stacks [10] are available. Heap-based attacks
are well known since 2005 [11][12][13], but the few available mitigation techniques have seen little use,
also because of high overhead.
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One aspect of heap memory safety is ensuring the integrity of allocator data structures, which manage
allocated and available memory chunks in the C standard library. If an attacker is able to manipulate
these data structures, they can control future allocations and cause undesired behavior. While the glibc
malloc implementation provides some defenses against this, they are usually deactivated for performance
reasons and partially insufficient. The design of glibc malloc makes it impossible to determine whether
a given chunk was originally allocated by malloc or by an attacker.

This paper proposes lightweight solutions and describes a prototypical implementation following
three major design principles:

Usability: The augmented functions are injected into a process using LD_PRELOAD, which avoids the
need to modify the allocator itself and can protect existing binaries without having to resort to tech-
niques such as dynamic instrumentation. The proposed technique can therefore be applied in a granular
manner to harden especially important processes.

Mitigations: The malloc library functions are augmented to replicate chunk metadata on a shadow heap.
This allows chunk metadata to be validated whenever it is passed to a malloc library function offering
means of protection against a wide range of manipulations.

Performance: The usage of the ShadowHeap functionality introduces only moderate overhead in terms
of memory consumption and CPU-Utilization. Our performance evaluation shows that our imple-
mentation can outperform comparable implementations, e.g. DieHard[3], DieHarder[14], and Free-
Guard[15].

Our ShadowHeap approach was initially described in [16]. In this paper, we expand on that work to
provide a more detailed explanation of the used mitigation techniques and to demonstrate substantially
improved performance.

In the following, we give an overview of related work, describe working principles of memory allo-
cators, provide a threat model, explain mitigation techniques, present our prototypical implementation,
and evaluate the performance of these mitigations.

2 Related work

In the past several approaches have been published which deal with the mitigation of heap-based attacks
in order to prevent spatial and temporal memory errors [2]. Although these kind of attacks are published
and well understood for years, memory safety issues are still prevalent in real world scenarios and pro-
ductive environments [17]. Because of the wide range of different attack methods, a detailed explanation
and classification of each method is out of scope for this document and we therefore refer to several
attack-specific publications [11] [13] [18] for a better understanding. An overview of several techniques
will be given in section 4 of this document.

For the purpose of our prototypic implementation we took into account different memory allocator
designs [19] [20] [21] as well as several publications dealing with the mitigation of specific attacks or
attack principles [22] [23] [24]. Instrumentation tools like Valgrind [25] and AddressSanitizer (ASAN)
[26] are able to detect some but not all of the relevant attacks. Memory tagging can be used to detect
buffer overflows and use after free accesses with low time overhead, but requires hardware assistance
(HWASAN) e.g. from AArch64, compiler assistance, and can have substantial memory overhead due
to alignment requirements [27]. Other techniques include N-Versioning and replication [28], leveraging
the OS-kernel [29], automated error-correction approaches [30], external processes and Client-Server
architectures [31], offering codeless patching [32] or model-driven detection approaches [33] [34].
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Figure 1: Chunk metadata layout

DieHard and FreeGuard are especially remarkable and are able to prevent a majority of heap-based
attacks. To do this they have designed special security-focused allocators. DieHard [3] [14] provides
propabilistic memory-safety by over-allocating heap space so that there are unallocated regions between
in-use chunks. This minimizes the impact of illegal accesses such as buffer overflows and thus maximizes
the “likelihood of correct execution”, but doesn’t attempt to reliably detect all memory safety violations.
Furthermore, DieHard can replicate the running process under multiple randomized heap layouts in order
to detect inconsistencies. Unfortunately, DieHard no longer works consistently on current Linux systems.

FreeGuard [15] combines BiBOP and free-list heap designs in order to maximize performance in
highly concurrent environments. Its multiple sub-heaps can be used to serve allocation requests in paral-
lel. As security features, FreeGuard separates metadata from chunks, uses randomized memory locations,
and injects guard pages. However these features imply substantial memory overhead compared to newer
glibc versions.

3 Memory allocators

Memory allocators are standardized components that provide dynamic memory management to a pro-
cess. This saves developers from having to write error-prone low-level code, but also implies that many
software components become vulnerable if the underlying allocator implementation has weaknesses. As
background for understanding heap-based attacks we first discuss core aspects of the glibc memory allo-
cator (≥ 2.25), which was based on ptmalloc2 [19] and is used as default on most Linux systems. Similar
principles apply to the Windows allocators, but are out of scope here.

At a very high level, the allocator is accessed through the functions malloc() and calloc() which
request a memory chunk of a particular size, or realloc() which changes the size of a chunk. To serve
such requests, the allocator splits off chunks from an unallocated memory region (the topchunk). After
use, the application calls free() to return a chunk to the allocator which stores free chunks in bins in order
to optimize performance for later reuse.

Every allocated chunk contains a metadata header which stores the size of the chunk, and possibly
other data (see Figure 1). This depends on the state of the chunk: the chunk is in use if it is held by
the application, or freed if held by the allocator. Chunk state and other flags are encoded into unused
bits of the size field. A freed chunk can store additional metadata in the memory otherwise occupied by
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Table 1: Bins in ptmalloc (as of glibc 2.26)

category count linkage depth description

fast 8 single ∞ each bin contains a fixed size, very low book-keeping
small 54 double ∞ storage for medium chunk sizes
large 64 double ∞ each bin contains a range of sizes, extra links between sizes
unsorted 1 double ∞ cache of chunks before consolidation
tcache 64 single 7 per-thread cache with bins for fixed sizes

application data. The header is extended to include forward and potentially backward pointers so that
the chunk can be enqueued in linked lists. The last word in the chunk repeats the size field. Viewed
alternatively, the next bordering chunk’s header starts with a prev-size field.

An arena data structure manages the bins, the topchunk, and additional metadata. There is usually
one arena per thread. Every chunk in freed state is inserted into exactly one bin. When two neighboring
chunks are freed, they may be consolidated into a larger chunk. The topchunk is always in freed state.

Upon each call into the allocator, it decides whether a request can be satisfied via a first-fit approach
or whether chunks have to be split or consolidated. These decisions involve complex logic, so that attack
methods have to set up a suitable allocator state that forces subsequent requests to use carefully chosen
code paths that avoid certain security checks. To minimize memory fragmentation, memory usage, and
CPU overhead, the allocator uses several bins for different sizes and purposes, including various caching
layers as shown in Table 1. Very large chunks are managed with the mmap() system call and are never
stored in bins. Tcache was introduced in glibc 2.26.

Since this allocator is a general purpose allocator its main focus is not to be the fastest or most secure
allocator. Therefore appropriate mitigation mechanisms are often lacking or insufficient as described in
the next section. A more in depth description of the design and its components is given by [19].

4 Threat Model

In this section we provide an overview of required conditions and techniques that allow an attacker to
compromise systems via heap-based exploitation methods. We assume that ptmalloc2 itself is free of
vulnerabilities, so that an attacker is required to exploit weaknesses in the user application, as discussed
in this section. To successfully execute an attack, it is further necessary to set up a specific heap state
(a.k.a. heap feng shui). While this requires access to the malloc API, this can often be achieved indirectly
through legitimate inputs. A detailed description of all exploit methods as collected in the how2heap
repository [18] would be out of scope, but we present a classification of their salient characteristics.

The unsorted bin into stack attack can serve as a representative example where a fake chunk is
injected into the allocator. Given use-after-free access to a chunk on the unsorted bin, the attacker can
use a buffer overflow to overwrite the forward pointer to point to a fake chunk. Now that the fake chunk
has been inserted into the unsorted bin, a future allocation request will return this attacker-controlled
memory, allowing application control flow to be hijacked.

In this example, a buffer overflow was used to inject a fake buffer into the heap. Other possible
outcomes include overlapping, duplicate, or completely attacker-controlled chunks, which can ultimately
lead to arbitrary memory reads and writes or even arbitrary code execution. Other vulnerabilities include:

Double-Free (DF): A legitimately allocated chunk is freed twice, which might corrupt the heap state
in a way such that the chunk occurs multiple times in the allocator’s bins. Subsequent calls to the
allocator will then eventually return the same buffer to more than one caller, which can lead to a race
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condition. Because the same chunk will be used by multiple parts of the software, this can also be
used as a method to cause reads or writes to certain data, e.g. to read data that another component has
written to this memory location.

Invalid-Free (IF): A pointer to a forged memory chunk is freed. Such vulnerabilities can be used to
inject attacker controlled chunks into the allocator. Since the allocator relies on metadata within the
chunk, it has no means to distinguish between chunks obtained by legitimate API invocation and
chunks that are placed arbitrarily within user memory, for example on the stack.

Buffer Overflow (BO): An out-of-bounds write corrupting the data in the chunk physically located
right after the chunk which was overflown. This could corrupt user data in that chunk, but also chunk
metadata. Overflows that target the size field an its encoded bits are especially important for several
attack techniques.

Off-by-One Overflow (OB1): A special case of a buffer overflow that writes just one item beyond the
valid memory range. E.g. this could manipulate the size field of the following chunk with the aim to
enforce consolidation of chunks based on invalid metadata. Under certain conditions, this can cause
the allocator’s consolidation phase to create overlapping chunks that would later be returned to the
user.

Use-After-Free (UAF): An already freed chunk is used to either corrupt heap metadata (UAF-Write)
or to read otherwise unavailable data (UAF-Read). Such UAF-Reads might be used to extract sensi-
tive data from locations which enable the attacker to circumvent other mitigation techniques such as
ASLR. By utilizing UAF-Writes an attacker might inject own fake memory chunks in order to trick
the allocator into returning controlled memory locations to the requesting application code.

In Table 2 we classify attacks depending on the involved vulnerabilities. These vulnerabilities have
common patterns and properties as follows:

Category A (1–9): Double-free or invalid-free vulnerabilities which allow the injection of fake or du-
plicate chunks into bins of the allocator. By utilizing such methods the memory offsets of particular
allocations might be controlled deterministically.

Category B (10–15): Methods utilizing buffer overflows against freed chunks, allocated chunks or while
they are being stored on the unsorted bin. In such scenarios the allocator uses manipulated metadata
during regularly occurring consolidation phases to inject fake buffers, overlap other buffers or achieve
attacker controlled memory writes.

Category C (16): Methods such as buffer overflows or UAF-Writes which are based on the insertion of
fake chunks particularly into the tcache bin introduced in glibc version 2.26. The technique is used to
inject arbitrary buffers into the allocator.

Category D (17): Unique method in which the topchunk size stored in the main arena can be manip-
ulated by using a buffer overflow. At the time of writing the method house of force was the only
published example [11]. The attack manipulates the topchunk metadata and uses an integer overflow
in order to trick the allocator into returning an arbitrary location.

Category E (18–21): All methods utilizing UAF-Write vulnerabilities in order to alter metadata of freed
chunks that are stored in bins other than the unsorted bin or the tcache. These techniques are used in
various manners to inject fake or attacker controlled buffers or to achieve arbitrary memory writes.

Category F (22–23): Methods using buffer overflows or off-by-one overflows which specifically target
the prev in use flag (P-flag) or small parts of the size field which can force the allocator to overlap
buffers or to achieve arbitrary memory writes.
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Table 2: Attack methods in the how2heap repository and their used vulnerabilities

ID name weakness glibc outcome mitigated
2.25 2.26 2.28

A 1 fastbin dup DF X X X Duplication X
2 fastbin dup consolidate DF X Duplication X
3 fastbin dup into stack DF X Arbitrary buffer X
4 house of spirit IF X Fake buffer X
5 tcache dup DF X Duplication X
6 tcache house of spirit IF X X Fake buffer X
7 house of botcake DF X X Arbitrary buffer X
8 house of mind fastbin BO X X X Memory write X
9 mmap overlapping chunks BO X X X Overlap X

B 10 overlapping chunks BO X X X Overlap X
11 overlapping chunks 2 BO X Overlap X
12 poison null byte BO X Overlap X
13 unsorted bin attack BO,UAF X X X Memory write X
14 unsorted bin into stack BO,UAF X X X Fake buffer X
15 house of roman BO,UAF X X Fake buffer X

C 16 tcache poisoning BO,UAF X X Arbitrary buffer X

D 17 house of force BO X X X Arbitrary buffer X

E 18 house of lore BO,UAF X X X Arbitrary buffer
19 large bin attack BO,UAF X X X Memory write
20 fastbin reverse into tcache BO,UAF X X Fake buffer
21 tcache stashing unlink attack BO,UAF X X Fake buffer

F 22 unsafe unlink BO,UAF X X X Arbitrary write
23 house of einherjar OB1 X X X Overlap

5 Mitigation Techniques

In this section, we discuss mitigation techniques used for our ShadowHeap approach. Together, these
methods achieve reliable mitigation against all attacks in categories A–D. Since our approach protects
the integrity of underlying data structures rather than detecting individual attacks, these mitigations are
also able to protect against future attacks.

Verification. We verified the mitigations using exploits from the how2heap repository [18]. How2heap
has adapted attacks for different glibc versions between 2.23 to 2.31. The main concepts of an attack
can usually be ported to later versions as well, but might require certain build configurations or slightly
different allocation patterns. Glibc 2.26 introduced the tcache as a major performance improvement, but
without sufficient security checks [33]. The resulting highly predictable behavior enabled novel heap-
based exploitation methods and allowed existing attack methods to be adapted to the tcache.

To verify successful mitigation, we executed the various how2heap attack examples under the ap-
plicable glibc versions from 2.25 to 2.28. It can be assumed that there are several undisclosed attack
methods, or adaptations of known attacks against other glibc versions. Over the last year of our work,
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five previously unknown techniques were added to how2heap.12 Of these, ShadowHeap was able to
mitigate three attacks reliably and without any modification.

Overview of mitigation techniques. Generally spoken, the suggested mitigations rely on storing
a snapshot of chunk metadata in a ShadowHeap. In the free protection, we store metadata of in-use
chunks and check consistency of it’s metadata when the chunk is freed later on. For the bin protection
including the tcache protection, we store metadata of freed chunks that are stored in particular bins
which where chosen for performance reasons and mitigation purposes. Similarly, the topchunk protection
refers to metadata of a specific unallocated chunk into which unused chunks might be consolidated
eventually. The provided mechanisms were designed with the aim to maximize mitigation capabilities
with acceptable performance overhead and a reasonable level of additional memory consumption.

This section therefore contains a more thorough description of the already mentioned protection
schemes, their requirements and performance implications. Finally, we discuss limitations of each con-
cept and evaluate our distinct design goals.

Metadata validation. All described approaches involve the storage and validation of metadata copied
from the related memory chunk to a separate shadow location. This requires knowing which chunk
metadata fields are currently valid which is non-trivial. As discussed in section 3, the glibc allocator
stores metadata in headers for each chunk. However, glibc uses low-level programming techniques to
save space. Some information is encoded into unused bits of the size field, some fields relate to adjacent
chunks, and some fields overlap with user data and are only active on freed chunks and on certain bins.
Thus, storing and checking this information requires an accurate understanding of the state of the chunk
and its current position in the arena data structures. This leads to the following consequences for a
validation approach.

Glibc stores chunks in various bins for different sizes and purposes. These are implemented as
singly- and doubly-linked lists. While such a design allows for efficient insertion and removal of chunks,
validation requires traversal of the entire linked list.

The practice of storing metadata in adjacent chunk headers means that it is not sufficient to store
and check just the main header of a chunk, but that metadata of the neighboring chunks also have to
be updated and verified. In reverse, this also means that the metadata header of a given chunk can be
legitimately modified by interposed API invocations relating to adjacent chunks. Without accounting
for such changes, validation will fail. In particular, the consolidation procedure can change metadata in
difficult to track ways.

This also has consequences for validating the A/M/P flags in the size field, which cannot be validated
with equal performance investment. Whereas the mmap and main arena flag are fixed for the lifetime
of a chunk, the P-flag depends on the state of the preceding chunk. Its correct state cannot be obtained
from the metadata itself, but can only be predicted by tracking the dynamic state of the entire heap, as
discussed in the following paragraphs.

Metadata tracking and the P-flag. Due to the overhead in storing and verifying metadata, it is
necessary to make some compromises which will limit which vulnerabilities can be mitigated. As already
explained, the glibc data structures are not particularly well suited to efficiently determine the current
heap state. In particular, verification of the P-flag poses special challenges that will be discussed in the
following.

For the purposes of our wrapper-based approach, we can distinguish between static and dynamic
metadata. Static metadata is guaranteed to stay the same for a given time. For example, the chunk size,
mmap flag, and main arena flag will be static between allocation and deallocation of a chunk. In contrast,

1Mitigated new attacks: mmap overlapping chunk, house of roman, house of mind fastbin.
2Unmitigated new attacks: fastbin reverse into tcache, tcache stashing unlink attack.
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Figure 2: Location changes of unallocated chunks within the allocator

dynamic metadata such as the P-flag and prev size field can change at any time, depending on the state
of the previous chunk.

Thus, certain metadata can not be obtained directly but only indirectly. This leads to a chicken-and-
egg problem: to know the correct state of the P-flag, we need to know the state of the previous chunk,
which requires the previous chunk’s address. The address can be determined from the prev size field,
except that this field can only be accessed if the P-flag is set – which we want to verify.

The alternative would be to store additional location information outside of the chunk, but such data
about neighboring chunks must be updated and verified whenever it changes. This requires an accurate
understanding of all potential state transitions for this chunk. A protection of this field must consider the
following facts:

• The prev size field at the front of the chunk header is only valid if the P-flag is unset.

• The P-flag indicates the previous chunk’s allocation state, but remains set on some bins.

• Chunks can change their state at any time, flipping the P-flag in the next chunk’s header.

• Freed chunks might move between bins, flipping the P-flag in the next chunk’s header.

• Freed chunks can merge or split, which will change its size, including the prevsize field.

While some of this information can be obtained with moderate overhead, other aspects can only
be determined by storing copies of whole bin contents. By maintaining a shadow copy of all bins, all
relevant state changes can be predicted and applied to the shadow copy.

These state transitions of freed chunks are illustrated in Figure 2. Numbers 1–8 label all relevant
state transitions. For each bin, the corresponding value of the P-flag for chunks on that bin is shown. The
transitions 1–3 in figure 2 refer to transitions in which the allocator stashes unused chunks from certain
bins to the tcache for performance reasons (introduced in glibc 2.26). The transitions 4–6 are regular
cleanup mechanisms which are applied to every chunk in the unsorted bin during a first-fit search. Tran-
sition 7 occurs when a chunk is merged back into the topchunk. Transition 8 represents an exceptional
transition referred to as malloc_consolidate() which cannot be observed from allocator data structures
alone. Internally, consolidation is performed by putting all fastbin elements to the unsorted bin and then
merging and moving them into their respective bin. Since a wrapper-based approach can only observe
the heap state before and after the allocation, it is not possible to recognize the intermediate step to store
chunks on the unsorted bin, which is what changes the P-flag. While it is possible to track how chunks
move between bins by comparing before-and-after snapshots, this is inefficient since the fast, small, and
large bins can contain a very large number of chunks.

Given the glibc allocator design and the limitations of a wrapper-based approach, our mitigation and
performance goals conflict. We have to conclude that full protection of the prev size and prev in use
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fields would require a tracking effort that is unreasonable for performance reasons. By relinquishing full
prev in use state tracking, we lose protection against category F attack methods, but gain considerable
performance.

Instead, we propose metadata verification for two specific bin types. The tcache bins have fixed size
and are thus cheap to verify. The unsorted bin typically contains only a small number of elements since
chunks are quickly moved to other bins, though its size ultimately depends on the application’s allocation
patterns. Thus, these bin contents can be protected with a reasonable amount of overhead. In general, bin
protection could be extended to all other bin types (fast, small, large) in order to be able to recognize all
heap-based UAF-Writes and all state changes performed by the allocator which would enable to mitigate
all current and potentially future exploitation methods from category A–F. In the following paragraphs
our three chosen techniques are described with respect to their performance aspects as well as their
limitations.

Free Protection. For each allocating function call such as malloc(), the returned chunk pointer and
its metadata is copied into a lightweight data structure. Upon each releasing function call such as free(),
the provided chunk metadata is verified against the shadowed version in the utilized data structure and
removed from the data collection. If pointer validation fails, the process is terminated in order to reliably
protect against all vulnerabilities from category A.

The limitations of this approach are that the removal of data is essential upon every releasing call
to free() in order to prevent usage of large and unjustified amounts of unused data. Therefore metadata
changes of deallocated chunks are not recognized. Furthermore unmitigated attacks are still possible
involving the manipulation of dynamic metadata parts such as the P-flag or by manipulating metadata of
already freed chunks.

Bin Protection. Vulnerabilities from categories B and C target the unsorted bin and the tcache, which
serve as caches before the main malloc data structures in order to satisfy requests with the first-fit be-
havior. These vulnerabilities can be easily mitigated because the bins have limited size: tcache has fixed
bounds (64 bins of at most 7 elements) and the unsorted bin is usually kept short by frequent consolida-
tion events.

For the unsorted bin, 32 bytes have to be stored per entry, including forward and backward links.
While the unsorted bin has unbounded length it is typically short, and we store up to 128 entries (up
to 4 KByte total). For the tcache, we store 24 bytes per entry (up to 10.5 KByte total), including the
forward link. For each allocating or releasing call the elements from these bins have to be persisted into
the ShadowHeap. Upon any subsequent call into the allocator, our mitigation compares all elements in
the bins against the shadowed version and terminates the process if any manipulation is detected. Time
overhead is O(n) for n the number of elements in the bins.

The limitations of that concept are that a certain amount of memory has to be reserved up front, but
often for only a small amount of shadowed metadata. Further the verification of such data is depending
on the actual size of each bin and is therefore drastically usecase-specific. Additionally only methods are
mitigated which do not solely focus on the manipulation of the P-flag as this flag is omitted in verification.
Generally spoken, a moderate amount of performance and memory utilization has to be invested in order
to mitigate a quite large percentage of published attack methods. For current and future methods relying
on the manipulation of metadata of chunks being stored on such bins, the proposed solution provides
reliable mitigation as the change of such data can by definition not occur in legitimate usecases.

Topchunk Protection. To protect against the house of force vulnerability (category D), the topchunk
is saved in a shadow copy, and validated upon subsequent calls into the allocator. This mitigation is very
cheap, since only 32 bytes have to be saved and checked (O(1) time and space). Similar mitigations could
be extended to other metadata in the malloc arena and therefore also acts as a representative example
for securable metadata located in the main arena. Currently the mitigation concept provides reliable
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mitigation only against one published attack.
The limitations of this concept are that in order to obtain the location of sensitive data an additional

method for their leakage is required. Such data is usually kept local to the allocator and has to be extracted
into separate memory locations. To extend this mitigation approach to a multi-threaded setting, it would
be necessary to leak and check the topchunk metadata for all active arenas, not just the main arena.

6 Prototypical Implementation

In order to verify the mitigation approach, we created a prototypical implementation of the ShadowHeap
technique. In this section, we provide an overview of the architecture and explain specific implementation
choices.

Architecture. The ShadowHeap mitigation layer is injected between the user application and the libc
functions that implement the heap allocator. Our implementation consists of wrapper, facade and leak
components as well as an internal allocator. Figure 3 provides an overview of our architecture and
data flows. (1) The imported allocator functions are hooked so that all calls are redirected through the
ShadowHeap. (2) We leak the allocator’s main arena. (3) Allocation requests from the user application
are intercepted by the ShadowHeap, which allows for security checks to be applied. (4) ShadowHeap
ultimately satisfies the request by using the original allocator.

Wrapper component. The Wrapper component provides an entrypoint into the allocator API. In
general, this just consists of invoking metadata validation checks provided by the Facade component,
immediately before and after invoking the original allocator APIs. An exception is the realloc() function,
which will usually attempt to grow the current chunk if the adjacent memory is free. Since this makes
the heap state difficult to track, the Wrapper will instead allocate a new chunk, copy the data over, and
free the old chunk.

The Wrapper also manages the ShadowHeap lifecycle, in particular ensuring correct initialization.
The order in which the Executable and Linkable Format (ELF) loader invokes static initialization func-
tions is not deterministic, so the Wrapper’s functions might have been linked to other libraries before
initialization has been completed. In case there are allocation requests before initialization, they are
satisfied via the internal allocator, without further checks. Full checks will be available by the time the
application’s main() is called.

Leak component. During initialization, the Leak component provides access to the internal allocator
data structures, in particular the main arena. The original malloc() functions can be acquired from the
ELF loader via the dlsym() function. We then perform a user-after-free attack to reveal the arena loca-
tion and to acquire the tcache. The component accounts for layout differences between libc versions.
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However, a patched libc is required to leak the tcache prior to glibc 2.28.

Facade component. The Facade is the main ShadowHeap component. It provides storage for shadow-
copies of heap metadata, and provides checks for various points in the allocation lifecycle as outlined in
section 5. These checks save and validate heap metadata. Individual checks can be toggled via feature
flags.

For example, a check is invoked just before the original malloc() is called in order to verify the
integrity of relevant heap metadata. Another checks is invoked just after malloc() returns in order to
update any changed metadata, and to register the returned pointer for the free-protection. Care has
been taken to minimize how much metadata is touched in order to minimize performance overhead. In
particular, tcache bins are separated by size, so that it is sufficient to only check the bins corresponding
to the size of the allocation request.

Copies of metadata are stored in fixed-sized arrays for the unsorted-bin and tcache protection. Whereas
these are usually processed in bulk, the free protection requires random access to the metadata indexed
by the chunk pointer. Feasibility of implementing this protection depends crucially on an efficient data
structure to store metadata. Practical experiments indicated that C++ standard library containers were too
inefficient for this use case, so that a custom storage layer was designed. While the optimal data struc-
ture depends on the specific allocation patterns, hash tables are a good general choice due to attractive
worst-case behavior. Our custom hash cache uses a SplitMix64-derived hash function[35], features very
compact buckets that fit into one CPU cache line, and can be driven to a load factor of almost 1. In case
multiple collisions occur in the cache, old entries are evicted to a full hash table implementation. While
hash-based data structured generally exhibit poor cache locality, this technique minimizes memory ac-
cesses in the typical case. This approach makes it possible to perform insertions and removals/retrievals
including validation in (amortized) O(1) time, with only 16 bytes used per entry.

Internal allocator component. During the checks in the Facade component, it is important to not
disturb the heap state in any way. Nevertheless, heap memory is required for ShadowHeap data structures
and for buffered I/O. Therefore, a simple internal allocator component was implemented. This allocator
uses mmap() to acquire memory directly from the operating system. Since all internal allocations are
trustworthy by definition, this allocator largely avoids safety checks of its own.

Consequences and limitations. The presented design is able to satisfy the usability, mitigation, and
performance goals defined in section 1. Due to the wrapper approach, it is possible to inject the Shadow-
Heap protections without having to recompile libc or the user application itself. Furthermore, it is not
necessary to provide a different heap implementation. The different mitigation techniques can be applied
separately, thus allowing for an arbitrary security–performance tradeoff. Since there are no pointers from
chunks to the ShadowHeap, this method’s low susceptibility to heap based attacks contributes to overall
system security.

However, the approach suffers from certain limitations: Category E attacks are prohibitively expen-
sive to mitigate because the targeted bins have unbounded size. Category F attacks manipulate the prev
in use field, but it is difficult for a wrapper approach to determine the correct status of this field since it
depends on the in-use status of the previous chunk. Furthermore, the proof of concept implementation
assumes single-threaded use. Only the main arena and the main thread’s tcache are leaked, and metadata
stores are not protected against concurrent modification.

7 Performance Evaluation

To evaluate the overhead of applying the ShadowHeap mitigation, a number of real-world examples and
benchmark workloads were executed in mitigated and non-mitigated configurations.
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Table 3: Median performance measurements for the malloc experiment, relative to baseline.

mitigation time mem mitigation time mem mitigation time mem

L1 1.42 1.22 ptr 1.58 1.22 none 1.00 1.00
L2 1.45 1.22 top 1.17 1.02 hooked 1.04 1.02
L3 3.62 1.22 usb 3.25 1.02 hash-ptr 2.04 1.38
L4 4.08 1.22 tca 1.62 1.02 tree-ptr 3.31 1.62

freeguard 1.96 5.10 diehard 2.35 1.60 dieharder 5.18 3.25

Testing methodology. The tests were executed in a containerized environment using the Linux 5.8.0
kernel, Debian Buster operating system in the container, and glibc 2.28. The system used a Ryzen 3900X
CPU with 32GB DDR-3600 RAM. Due to the topology of this CPU, each experiment was pinned to a
randomly chosen core complex, thus providing 3 cores, 6 threads, and 16MB L3-cache. While all tests
involve single-threaded programs, the GCC-test will run concurrent processes.

Overhead was measured with the time utility which reports elapsed time, CPU time, and kernel
time used by the child processes, as well as peak memory consumption. First, a baseline without any
mitigations is measured. Then, ShadowHeap mitigations are successively activated in levels L1–L4
(free protection, topchunk protections, unsorted bin protection, and tcache protection) using optimized
executables that only include the checks for those levels. Additional factors were tested in the malloc test.
In order to compare alternative mitigation approaches, all experiments were measured under FreeGuard
(FG). Diehard and Dieharder were also used, but did not perform reliably.

Overhead is normalized to the baseline and thus reported as a dimension-less factor. For quantitative
comparisons, Welch’s t-test is used.

Malloc test. In this experiment, we performed various allocation/deallocation patterns in a single
thread, such as allocating thousands of chunks and then freeing them in bulk, or interspersing allocations
and deallocations in a random order. This is expected to stress our free-protection and unsorted bin
protection, and thus present a worst-case scenario. As additional factors, different data structures for
the free protection and individual protection checks were benchmarked. For those scenarios, unused
checks were disabled at runtime. Furthermore, Diehard and Dieharder were measured in this test. Each
configuration was sampled 50 times.

Our findings are summarized in Table 3. We observe that the runtime overhead increases from
L1 (42%) to L4 (308%) as more mitigations are enabled. Since memory use by the free protection
dominates, there are significant but only negligible differences in memory overhead between levels (L1
22% vs L4 22%, p = .006). Whereas the ShadowHeap-L1 (free protection) is significantly faster than
FreeGuard at 96% overhead (p< .005), FreeGuard outperforms the full mitigation suite ShadowHeap-L4
(p < .005) but also consumes significantly more memory (410% vs 22%, p < .005). ShadowHeap-L4
is both significantly faster than Dieharder (308% vs 418%, p < .005) and consumes significantly less
memory (22% vs 225%, p < .005).

The table also contains measurements for individual ShadowHeap features. Entries ptr, top, usb,
and tca refer to the free protection, topchunk protection, unsorted bin protection, and tcache protection
features respectively. Whereas L1 and ptr provide identical mitigations, selecting mitigations at runtime
comes at a significant time overhead (42% vs 58%, p < .005). In this particular experiment, the majority
of ShadowHeap overhead can clearly be attributed to the unsorted bin protection, whereas there is a small
but significant difference between ptr and tca (58% vs 62%, p < .005). Figure 4 compares different data
structures for the free protection. The ptr configuration uses our optimized hash-cache data structure and
is both significantly faster (p < .005) and more memory-efficient (p < .005) than C++ standard library
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Figure 4: Comparison of overhead for different data structures for the free protection (malloc experiment,
50 repetitions).

Table 4: Median performance measurements for the GCC experiment, relative to baseline.

mitigation elapsed usr sys usr+sys mem

L1 1.11 1.06 1.21 1.08 1.04
L2 1.11 1.07 1.20 1.08 1.04
L3 1.19 1.15 1.24 1.15 1.04
L4 1.22 1.19 1.24 1.20 1.04
FG 3.21 1.10 17.37 2.55 1.45

data structures (tree-ptr uses std::map, hash-ptr uses std::unordered_map as provided by GCC 10.2).
The none configuration represents the baseline with the native allocator, and hooked a ShadowHeap
configuration with all mitigations disabled at compile time. The resulting indirection already comes at a
small but significant overhead (0% vs 4%, p < .005).

GCC compilation test. As a demonstration of a practical workload, we compiled GCC 9.2 under
different mitigation levels, using GCC 8.3 as the host compiler. The compilation process involves both
frequent invocations of shell utilities that stress heap initialization performance, as well as complex
allocation patterns in the compiler itself.

Results are shown in Table 4. The levels L1–L4 have between 11% to 22% time overhead, com-
pared to 221% overhead for FreeGuard. However, this measures elapsed wall time which is not fully
informative due to concurrency. Measuring CPU time (in user and kernel mode) indicates 8% to 20%
overhead for ShadowHeap, compared to 155% overhead for FreeGuard which primarily stems from its
substantially increased time spent in syscalls. With regards to peak memory usage, ShadowHeap has
about 4% overhead compared to 45% for FreeGuard. All these differences between ShadowHeap-L4
and FreeGuard are significant (n1 = n2 = 10, p < .005).

Perlbench. The Perlbench suite3 collects various microbenchmarks for the Perl interpreter. It is no
longer useful as a benchmark suite, but is merely used here to generate load. While Perl performs its
own memory management with refcounting, it uses the system malloc to manage its arenas and to store
string contents. We used Perl 2.28 and configured a fixed number of iterations (cpu-factor 2029794).

3https://github.com/gisle/perlbench at commit d4033ad (2012)
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Table 5: Median run time and median peak memory usage at various ShadowHeap mitigation levels,
relative to baseline.

run time peak mem
L1 L2 L3 L4 FG L4 FG

malloc 1.42 1.45 3.62 4.08 1.96 1.22 5.10
gcc 1.11 1.11 1.19 1.22 3.21 1.04 1.45
perlbench 1.11 1.11 1.10 1.15 3.97 1.13 2.60
octane 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.05
tar 1.00 0.98 0.98 1.01 1.01 1.02 1.05

The results are included in Table 5 and are in line with the findings for the GCC test. The Sha-
dowHeap levels have 11% to 15% time overhead and 13% peak memory overhead, compared to 297%
time and 160% peak memory overhead for FreeGuard. These differences between ShadowHeap-L4 and
FreeGuard are significant (n1 = n2 = 10, p < .005).

Octane and TAR extraction. The previous experiments involved complex allocation patterns. How-
ever, many programs do not perform substantial heap allocations. As an example, we ran the Octane
benchmark4 for JavaScript engines under SpiderMonkey 60, which can be used in a single-threaded
mode. While Octane includes both CPU- and memory-heavy benchmarks, SpiderMonkey uses garbage
collection and is thus not dependent on the libc heap. As another example of a CPU-limited workload,
we extracted a large archive with GNU tar 1.30.

Results are included in Table 5. The runtime of any ShadowHeap configuration does not significantly
differ from FreeGuard in these experiments (Octane: n1 = 40,n2 = 10, p= .29, Tar: n1 = 80,n2 = 20, p>
.05). However, ShadowHeap-L4 uses slightly less peak memory than FreeGuard (Octane: n1 = n2 =
10, p < .005, Tar: n1 = n2 = 20, p < .005).

Combined Results. Results for different experiments are compared in Table 5 and Figure 5. As
discussed above, ShadowHeap overhead increases as mitigations are enabled, but this overhead depends
on the specific use case. Overhead is highest in the synthetic malloc experiment, where FreeGuard
achieves better throughput. The situation is reversed in the GCC and Perlbench experiments, where
ShadowHeap overhead is much lower than FreeGuard.

8 Discussion

In the introduction we introduced the three major design goals of usability, mitigations and performance.
ShadowHeap largely achieves these goals, but the details require further discussion.

Our results show that ShadowHeap can offer an attractive performance profile, but this depends on
the exact allocation patterns. The malloc benchmark is limited by the speed of individual allocations,
whereas the real-world experiments involve many short-lived processes so that initialization performance
has a greater weight. ShadowHeap has to duplicate some of the work of the glibc allocator and negates
performance optimizations such as linked lists, so that allocators with integrated protections like Free-
Guard are faster on some scenarios. In particular, ShadowHeap cannot defend against attacks from
categories E + F within a reasonable performance budget. However, ShadowHeap uses consistently less
memory (see Fig. 5).

4https://github.com/chromium/octane at commit 30b1d8d (2017)
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Figure 5: Comparison of overhead across experiments and mitigation levels (logarithmic scale).

As previously discussed, ShadowHeap is able to mitigate against most but not all of the analyzed
attacks. Defending against attacks from categories E + F is especially challenging due to performance
constraints (see sections 5 and 6). It is worth considering that the ShadowHeap implementation might
introduce vulnerabilities of its own, and that its presence is easily detectable by attackers. Specific
defenses are out of scope for our prototypical implementation. We therefore assume that the ShadowHeap
initialization including the LD_PRELOAD mechanism completes correctly. Glibc heap metadata is only
protected from the end of initialization until the termination of the process.

Utilizing the LD_PRELOAD mechanism enables an easily usable mitigation of the stated attacks with-
out recompilation or dynamic instrumentation. Despite the mentioned limitations, ShadowHeap allows
for attractive security vs performance tradeoffs.

9 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a technique that is able to mitigate a wide range of heap-based attacks and al-
lows the user to flexibly select mitigation components depending on individual security and performance
requirements. ShadowHeap is available as Open Source5 and is able to protect nearly all single-threaded
POSIX-compliant programs. Depending on the application, the performance impact of ShadowHeap
can range from unnoticeable to moderate (0%–22%, excluding the malloc test), but in practice the mem-
ory overhead seems to be reasonably low (0%–22%). Thus, ShadowHeap could be especially useful in
resource-constrained systems with high integrity requirements, such as IoT devices.

Reflecting on these mitigations, we find that the core issue with ptmalloc is its inherent predictability,
combined with the unchecked assumption that the heap will be secure if the APIs are only used correctly.
Given available computing power, an allocator that is purely tuned for performance might no longer be
appropriate.

As currently written, ShadowHeap has a number of limitations. The overhead from the wrapper
approach could be avoided if the security features were directly integrated into the allocator. The prevsize
flag can not be reasonably protected without such integration, which might be exploitable by novel
attacks. Wrapping overhead is highest with the unsorted bin protection which has to traverse all linked
list elements. Protection for the large and small bin has not been implemented as their size is unbounded,
unlike the tcache and the unsorted bin.

5https://github.com/fg-netzwerksicherheit/ShadowHeap
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Future work includes implementing mitigations against category E–F vulnerabilities, and integrating
mitigations directly into a malloc implementation instead of depending on a wrapper approach. This
would also make it possible to reasonably perform these mitigations in multithreaded programs. The
metadata records could also be protected further with process isolation techniques as already shown by
[24]. Aside from protecting glibc’s ptmalloc implementation, similar mitigations could be implemented
with other allocators such as jemalloc, Windows Heap. Finally, further performance analysis e.g. on web
servers and representative benchmark suites is necessary in order to provide a wider view on real-world
performance.
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